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This was our last meeting for 2018. We celebrated with Christmas pudding and free Scratch n 
Win tickets given to all. Over 90 were there including welcomed visitors. This year we have had 
good attendances every month and produced nineteen talks.

Nov. Old Fliers Group Meeting 
 

Committee
 

Andrew Eldridge
President:

0438 220 703
Andrew.Eldridge@bigpond.com

 

Bruce Rathbone
Vice President:
0427 004 130 

rathbone@iinet.net.au

Ray Challen
Treasurer:

0408 321 262
ray@challen.com.au

 

Mick Harcourt
Club Captain:
0402800862

mickh@iprimus.net.au

 

Marco Surace
Committee Member:

0467 791 537
marco.surace@gmail.com

 

Sylvia Byers
Committee Member

0438 456 234
sbyers@iinet.net.au

 

Jim di Menna
Committee Member:

0419 434 283
Jim.diMenna@zetta.com.au

 
Russell Philip

Committee Member:
0427 999 261 

raphilip@westnet.com.au 

Steve Wilson
Committee Member:

0407 772 324
steve@btel.net.au

Hangar for Lease

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Southern End of Jandakot 
15 x 18m air conditioned office 

Call 0419 172 986

Brian Hernan spoke 
about the beloved 
Robin Miller, the 
“Sugarbird Lady”.  
She was a RACWA 
student who gained 
a CPL alongside her 
nursing qualifications, 
and used both to 
good effect in the 
distribution of anti- 
Polio oral vaccine 
throughout the North. 
She married Dr Harold 
Dicks of the RFDS 
and together they

After a good lunch I 
spoke about the ill-
fated Black-Buck Six 
raid on the Falklands in 
1982 when the Vulcan 
bomber diverted to Rio 
de Janeiro on a mayday. 
Small problem: an armed 
and “hung-up” Shrike 
missile that was to be 
deployed against enemy 
radar installations.

ferried many aircraft from overseas back to Perth. She died aged just 35 yrs. When you drive past 
RFDS, look right to a replica of her Mooney, VH-REM, and spare a thought. 

The next meeting will be on Friday 1st of February and all are welcome. We wish everyone a 
safe and happy Festive Season. Steve Rogers.

https://www.youtube.com/user/OldFliersGroup. or http://oldfliersgroup.org.au/
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What's Happening at the Club and College this month.
Club Diary

Safety - Sling Oil Issues

4

RACWA
ADDRESS

41 Eagle Drive, 
Jandakot Airport

Jandakot WA 6164

PHONE NUMBERS:
Main: 08 9417 0000

Engineering: 08 9417 0050
Accounts: 08 9417 0080

Murrayfield: 08 9581 6222
Muzz Buzz: 08 9417 9015 

FAX:
Main: 08 9417 0040 

Engineering: 08 9417 0042

WEBSITE
www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au

EMAIL:
General enquiries: 

info@royalaeroclubwa.com.au
Accounts:

accounts@royalaeroclubwa. com.au
Engineering:

maint@royalaeroclubwa.com.au

WAAC
Western Australian 
Aviation College: 

08 9417 7733 

FOR ADVERTISING & EDITORIAL
Jodie Atkinson: 08 9417 0000 

jatkinson@royalaeroclubwa.com.au

Front Cover: 
Bert Filippi flying Bucker next to 
Werner Buhlmann in Tiger Moth. 

Photographer: Matt Boggs.

Safety - Changes RAAF Pearce Airspace
Relevant to pilots considering flying north of Perth, around 
the Pearce restricted areas and/or to Bindoon Hill ALA 
(YBHL).
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Congratulations to our Achievers 

CEO Editorial

Club Captain Report
I am a believer in "If you build it, they will come", the 
"THEY" being you, the members, and the health of our 
Club depends on your enthusiasm as well as mine! 

Regulars

Featured

9 RACWA Christmas Party

2 Old Fliers Group Monthly Meeting

5

7 Welcome New Club Members

Santa & Rudolph arrive in our Tiger Moth8
Santa was showing his reindeer the way, before the very 
important day in our Tiger Moth, and dropped in to take some 
photos with our members & their children!

6

The engine oil system of the Rotax engine installed into the 
Sling aircraft is different to all other aircraft in our fleet.

Looking back on our activities during the year, both the Club 
and College can be satisfied with what has been achieved.

14 Industry Presentation
Gary Underwood, ex-RACWA Instructor - now Bombardier 
 Dash 8 Fleet Manager and Captain for Skippers Aviation.

15 Murrayfield Aerobatics
It has come to my attention that it may not be common 
knowledge that there is an aerobatic “box” for the conduct of 
aerobatics at YMUL.

Murrayfield Matters

@ Westcoast Jet & Char Char RB in Fremantle.

Safety - Go-Pro Mounts & Windshield Care

13 Lancaster Commemorative Flight 
The perfect way to gain a different flying experience plus 
enjoy the camaraderie of other members after.
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Where did 2018 go? It seems un-
believable that we are already 
at the end of 2018. Looking 
back on our activities during 

the year, both the Club and College can be 
satisfied with what has been achieved.  
 
Without a doubt, attaining the Part 142 accred-
itation was a major milestone in the Club’s  
history. Other important steps were the renew-
al of the College’s RTO and CRICOS accredi-
tation for a further 7 years, the approval of our 
new Constitution, David Royans stepping into 
the Head of Operations role and the sustained 
growth of integrated training.
 
I am convinced that 2019 will be a great year 
for both our Club and College. Commercial 
training continues to grow, bringing in  
welcome flying hours from both WAAC and 
TAFE. The multi-engine instrument rating 
department is doing well, as is our instructor 
training school. The launch of Project Club 
will continue to add value to being a member. 
More free seminars are planned for 2019 to 
assist our members retain their currency, and 
perhaps gain an additional rating or endorse-
ment. 
 
Other important events in 2019 will be our 
90th anniversary which will be celebrated in 
true club style. We are also hosting the annual 
conference of the Royal Federation of Aero 
Clubs of Australia, the Australia Light Aircraft 
Championships and the Wings International 
competition against New Zealand. 
 
December 2018 saw a decrease in our hire 
rates, as a result of a decrease in the price of 
avgas. Whilst the Club adopts a policy of price 
stabilisation to minimise changes to our rates, 
the new ethos behind Project Club is to pass 
on as much value as possible to our members. 
Accordingly, for the first time in many, many 
years, we decreased our hire rates. Hopefully 
the price of avgas will remain at current levels 
for the foreseeable future.
 
Members received their 2019 membership 
renewals in early December. Committee 
decided to support Project Club by decreasing 
ordinary membership subscriptions. Instead of 
a one-line item on a statement, members have 
received an invoice and accompanying letter de-
tailing our achievements in 2018 and our plans 
for 2019. This new procedure acknowledges 
the importance of communicating with our 
members. Please renew your membership as 
soon as possible to prevent the administrative 
costs of sending further reminders.     
 
The GA sector continues to battle against a 
number of obstacles. Increased bureaucracy, 
ever-increasing prices and a critical shortage of 
pilots is undoubtedly having a negative impact 
on the industry. However, this is an ideal 

opportunity for the College and Club to grow 
our commercial training sector. The industry is 
already seeing a shortage of flight instructors, 
as airlines lower their entry requirements. This 
places pressure on training organisations as 
the return on the investment in professional 
development of flight instructors is difficult to 
recover.
 
The Sling is growing in popularity, as more 
members take advantage of this fun aircraft. I 
would highly recommend you undertake your 
next flight review in this aircraft. Not only is it 
very cost-effective, but you will also appreciate 
the unique appeal of flying the Sling.
 
I would like to thank every member for your  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

patronage of the Royal Aero Club of Western 
Australia in 2018 and request that you renew 
your membership in 2019. It will be a special 
year in our history and your continued mem-
bership of the Club is greatly appreciated.
 
In addition, I would like to thank each and 
every employee and volunteer of the Club and 
College for your efforts this year. We are very 
fortunate to have such a dedicated team that 
put so much extra effort into ensuring that our 
standards remain consistently high.
 
On behalf of the President, committee and 
staff, I wish all our members a Blessed Christ-
mas and success in our aviation endeavours in 
2019.

 

"I wish all our members a Blessed Christmas and success in 2019." David Currey, RACWA CEO.
CEO Editorial

Royal Aero Club of Western Australia (Inc)
41 Eagle Drive, Jandakot Airport WA 6164

T  08 9417 0000    F  08 9417 0040
info@royalaeroclubwa.com.au    www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au

Conditions Apply. Enquire at Operations for details.

The value of your

Large fleet for hire 

Discounted Flying Rates

$100 off Flight Reviews

Free Murrayfield Landing Fees

Multitude of Flight Training 
and Endorsement Courses 

Action packed Club Activities 
Calendar, including Flying 
Competitions, Social Events 
and Flyaways 

Variety of friendly male,  
female, multi-cultural and 
different aged Instructors 

Free bi-monthly specialised 
Aviation Seminars 

Free monthly Industry 
Presentations 

Free parking

Member Lounge Bar  
Discounts

Awesome tarmac views from 
Sky Lounge & cafe

Free Tarmac Topics monthly 
Magazine

Tarmac Topics weekly email 
updates

It’s never been a better time to remain a member of the Royal 
Aero Club of WA. We value the broad cross-section of society 
that our members represent, each one adding their strength 
and individuality to our aviation community.

Membership

There’s a lot of benefits that come with holding a Royal Aero Club of WA 
Membership including:
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Hi all – First of all, a very Merry 
Christmas and a Prosperous New 
Year to you all.
 

We have some exciting Flying Events happen-
ing in 2019 and you know, you don’t always 
have to look UP to see what’s going on in the 
flying world....sometimes the information is 
in a magazine or other media when you look 
DOWN and read what’s going on.
 
But first of all few thanks are in order: 
I’ve been running a raffle in the bar for several 
months with a variety of aviation related prizes 
made available by the generosity of members 
and associates. The funds raised from these 
go towards making the post flight meetings a 
little bit more interesting, as well as helping 
to fund refreshments and meals for our ALAC 
RACWA Team competitors, next March at 
Serpentine. OK we have these people to thank:
 
• Adrian Thomas 
• Susan Clarke 
• Gary Evans 
• David Currey 
• Dave Gard 
 
Thanks one and all and I hope we can rely on 
your continued support in the coming year.
 
The 30 minute “Concert” in the lounge kicked 
off in November, with yours truly starting 
the ball rolling with a reasonably accepting 
crowd. December will see Entertainer Martin 
Weston playing and singing a variety of songs 
for us and the following month, Instructor 
Andrew Brown will tickle the ivories – his pro-

gram has not yet been finalised, but a musician 
of his calibre will be well worth a look see! 
Chase the Tiger is still very popular and some 
of the “Regulars” wait with bated breath for 
the outcome!
 
As mentioned previously in my CC Reports, 
we will try and set up Fly-aways so that we are 
not travelling half way across Australia with the 
resultant expense involved. So up and coming 
soon, will be the Leeuwin Winery Lunch Run 
and a little later a fly-in to Greenside Airfield, 
the home of the Pearce Flying Club, but more 
of that when information comes to hand.
 
Remember it IS important to BOOK your  
aircraft as early as possible to avoid the 
disappointment of there being nothing avail-
able closer to the Fly-in.
 
OK – So here it comes and you will hear this 
repeated many times over the coming months: 
A.L.A.C: The Australian Light Aircraft Champ- 
ionships are being held at Serpentine Airfield 
from 18th to 23rd March 2019. I have been 
trusted, among other things, to find volunteers 
to help out at this National competition and 
so have placed a notice on the “board” to that 
effect.
 
 
Let me explain – We need people, preferably 
aviation inclined, to help out with various tasks 
from carrying score sheets, ground judging 
landings to being a scribe for the Aerobatics 
Judges. You can be there for as long or as short 
as you like, however, I’ll need to know WHEN 
and WHAT TIME you will be available, so 

have hopefully catered for that on the notice. 
Any doubts or further information, please 
contact me for clarification. 
 
This is another opportunity to show the rest 
of Australia (and New Zealand – yes there is 
an International component, too) how we as a 
CLUB, yes, I said CLUB, can rally together 
for a common cause......oh by the way....we 
will be fielding an official RACWA Team and 
they will need support and cheering along, too! 
 
So there you go...I cannot stress the impor-
tance that these competitions give to the Aero 
Clubs movement of Australia and your par-
ticipation as both helpers and competitors is 
imperative. 
 
Back to now.....! Hopefully you will receive 
this copy in time to take part in the Jandakot 
Two for One comp/challenge on Sunday 
16th December – fantastic value and almost 
a guarantee of currency for those needing 
a couple of circuits! So please register from 
around 1:30pm for a 2pm Briefing.
 
My door is always open (metaphorically) for 
any information regarding the fly aways or 
comps/challenges, so please don’t hesitate to 
contact me.
 
I am a believer in “If you build it, they will 
come”, the “THEY” being you the members 
and the health of our Club depends on your 
enthusiasm as well as mine!
 
See you on the apron!

Club Captain Report
"I am a believer in “If you build it, they will come”, the “THEY” being you the members and the 
health of our Club depends on your enthusiasm as well as mine!" Mick Harcourt, RACWA Club 
Captain.

Participants in Saturday December 1sts, Lancaster Commemorative Flight. See page 13 for full Wrap-Up!
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Achievers

AXEL OLIVER
- Kudos on your First Solo.

GABRIEL FERREIRA
- Pat on the back for your 

First Solo.

CHRISTOPHER BRAND
- Congrats on your RPL.

REECE VAN SCHOOR
- Singing your praises on your PPL.

ANDREW GOLDIE
- Round of applause on your 

First Solo.

CAROLINE WATSON
- Good work on your RPL.

GARRETT 
PRENDIVILLE

- Let's hear it for your PPL.

ERIK LICHTER
- Well done on your CPL.

REMI TSENG
- Round of applause on your CPL.

LENNARD LEE
- Good news on your PPL.

ZE YOUNG KHOR
- Good job on your RPL.

IMESH 
ABEYGOONEWARDENA

- Congratulations on your PPL.

DWAYNE RYE
- Let's hear it for your CPL.

ALEXIS LOUIZOS
- Round of applause on your CPL.

JAYSON SMITH
- Kudos on your PPL.

Daniel Morse 
Joshua Gerrans 

Jarryd Roodt 
Ubaid Mithawalla

INSTRUMENT 
RATING'S:
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- Singing your praises on your PPL.

Welcome to our new Club Members!

• James Dreckow
• Edward Fleury
• David Golab
• Andrew Goldie

• Patrick Herbert
• Kristian Sikora
• Cameron Stowell

Download our Club Membership Guide:
www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/content/page/
join-racwa.html

Taylor Sibbritt-Pettit

NVFR RATING: Ubaid Mithawalla 
Joseph Rayner 
Hamish Mickle

ME CLASS RATING:

YOU'VE PROBABLY MET FLIGHT 
EXAMINER & DEPUTY HEAD OF OPs:  

Jarod Rowe

It’s been a busy few months for me here at 
RACWA and just recently I’ve now also 
taken on the position of CFI of the VFR 
department which incorporates head of 

integrated training. WAAC has been going 
from strength to strength since my time here 
and I’ve seen it go from classes of 3-4 students 
to double digits and it takes a lot of work behind 
the scenes to achieve that turnaround. Merrilee 
and Ashley have both taken to their new roles 
so well and excelled far beyond anybody’s 
expectations, which in turn makes my life 
a lot easier. Within the instructing team 
I’ve also elevated Tim Berryman and Layla 
Harrison to team leaders to replace myself and 
David Roses who (sadly) are relinquishing our 
roles as team leaders due to other commitments.  

With the new role I’ve definitely upped my 
load of paperwork but I’ve got a great bunch 
of instructors who I work with to delegate 
tasks. I still get to turn props, which is why I’m 
here as it’s what I love to do. (I still managed 
more hours flying than any other instructor 
during October and I will rub this in until 
November hours come out, to try and spur the 
guys on to claim pole position for next month 
because it’s good to have friendly competition 
amongst the group). For me personally, my 
goal is to keep the WAAC ship going from 
strength to strength as I have inherited it in a 
very good position thanks to great guidance 
from John Crisp and Dave Royans before him.
 
The student numbers are up and our continued 

relationship with SMT means that their num-
bers remain strong too and we endeavour to 
get all our students across the line to achieve 
their dreams in the minimum amount of time 
and hours without compromising quality. 
 
I got to call out a lot of names for students who 
had achieved wings or ratings at the Wings 
Dinner this year. Next year, when the club will 
be celebrating its 90th birthday I hope to have 
more stage time because I need to call out an 
increased number of successful achievers. 
 
The Club is on the up and up and it’s a great 
vibe and a great community to be a part of 
currently, I wish all my staff and students 
the best for the upcoming year ahead.
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"On Saturday, the 15th of December, Santa showed Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer the way, 
before the very important day, in our vintage Tiger Moth. Entertainer Lawson Greenaway also 
performed Christmas Carols live in the Operations area, while people waited to get a photo 
with Santa, along with a little gift!" Jodie Atkinson, Marketing Manager.

Santa, Rudolph and our vintage Tiger Moth

Big thank you: Michael Chlopek, Liz Garcia, Lawson & Merrilee Greenaway & David O'Brien 
for their invaluable help with the event!

....and on the Tarmac 
outside Operations....

....the lookout started 
early....

Santa & Rudolph landed 
& crowd control took over!

...then Santa & Rudolph took 
a photo with each family!

Entertainer Lawson Green-away sang Christmas Carols for those waiting
....In our Sky Lounge

...and a festive headband!
Along with the photo each 

child received a Candy Cane

...others were a bit hesitant
Most throught Santa & 

Rudolph pretty cool ...then the big kids wanted 
to get in on the act

I think it was all that hair!

...and our pilots!
...and then the ladies didn't 

want to miss out
Ho Ho Ho from everybody!To be fair Aarons' kids were 

supposed to be coming...
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....Flight Instructor 
David Schneiker

Both venues situated on the 
main wharf @ Fremantle!

....Head of Operations 
- David Royans

A few people got a wee 
bit wet on the Jetboat....

....Flight Instructors Andrew 
Brown & Carlos Teh

....and our fearless leader 
CEO David Currey

...Apprentice Engineer 
Henry Brink 

Meanwhile, the rest of us 
imbibed @ Char Char RB

....Lynn Chen (Engineering) 
& Candice Cai (Accounting)

....Flight Examiner & Deputy 
Head of Ops - Jarod Rowe

Chicken or the steak...

David Currey presented 
some awards...

David Schneiker was the 
lucky winner of the raffle!

Sticky date or profiteroles...
I speak for us all - to Mel's 
Secret Santa - next year 

- Pick me, Pick me!!!

"A good time was had by all who attended 
the 2018 RACWA Staff Christmas Party - 
Westcoast Jetboat & Char Char RB  
@ Fremantle, Friday December 7th 2108." 
Jodie Atkinson, RACWA Marketing Manager
& Colin Riley, RACWA Flight Instructor.

2018 RACWA Staff  
Christmas Party

and imbibed...

From our RACWA family to yours, we wish you 
a Merry Christmas for 2018!
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SAFETY 

Changes to Pearce Airspace
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The preceding information was received from Flt Lt Andy McWatters 453 Squadron and is 
relevant to pilots considering flying north of Perth, around the Pearce restricted areas and/
or to Bindoon Hill ALA (YBHL). 
If you have any questions at all on these changes or Pearce Airspace contact:  
PEARCE: Unit Aviation Safety Officer (UASO): 08 9476 8513, 453SQN.PEAUASO@defence.gov.au. 
Pearce Approach Supervisor: 08 9476 8622 (time critical), PEA44WG.APRSPR@defence.gov.auor  
PERTH: Terminal Control Unit (Approach): 08 9476 8620 perth.tcu@airservicesaustralia.com
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Recently the maintenance department was 
asked to remove a GO-PRO camera mount 
from the windscreen of a C172 aircraft. This  

 
 
 
 
 
mount was of the ̀ stick on’ type and proved ex-
ceedingly difficult to remove without damage 
to the plastic windshield. Please do not use  

 
 
 
 
 
these camera mounts on our very expensive 
windshields. If damage occurs it may cost 
you several thousand dollars!

SAFETY 

Sling Oil Issues
Glen Caple, RACWA Chief Engineer

The engine oil system of the Rotax 
engine installed into the Sling 
aircraft is different to all other 
aircraft in our fleet and this has 
caused a few occurrences of over filling.

 
The main differences are as follows; 
1. The Rotax engine is a “dry sump”  engine 
and oil is contained in a separate tank and not 
in the engine itself. 

2. The oil quantity dip stick is located in the 
tank and not in the engine. 
3. Due to the position of the tank oil will flow 
very slowly from the tank back into the engine 
through the oil pump gears. This will cause 
the level indicated on the dip stick to indicate 
a low oil level when in fact the oil required in 
the system is correct. 
4. The quantity of oil in the tank is approxi-
mately 3 litres not the 6 to 8 litres required in 

the Lycoming engines in our fleet.
 
Because of the above it is essential that 
before using the dip stick you must en-
sure that all oil in the system is in the tank 
and if oil IS required it is added in very 
small increments. Suggest 200ml at a time. 
Your Instructor will demonstrate a proceedure 
to ensure all oil is moved from the engine to 
the tank during your endorsement.

FOR SALE - TIGERMOTH             
VH-BTP    A17-744  

Total Flying Hours 1740 
Maintained by RACWA 
All history & Logbooks 

140 HP Gypsy Major engine 

Asking: $80,000Asking: $80,000

 
 
 

Ph: Ph; 

PPPh: 0408 908 764 or email: c.d.rees@bigpond.com

 
 
 

All details please contact Clark Rees:

Go-Pro Mounts & Windshield Care

X
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Saturday December 1st represented 
the  anniversary of the 1963 arrival in 
Perth of a WWII Lancaster Bomber 
and the opportunity for the Club to 

stage a Commemorative Flight recognising 
the important occasion -  plus the Lancaster’s 
pivotal role in the famous dam buster raids 
over the Ruhr Valley in Germany. Ultimately 
during WWII over 7300 Lancasters would be 
built for the Allied war effort.

 
Prior to the formal pre-flight briefing for the 
mission by Club Captain Mick Harcourt,  pi-
lots and their invited passengers were invited 
to the Bull Creek Aviation Heritage Museum 
to inspect at close quarters the fully restored 
and magnificently maintained Lancaster 
Bomber plus the full scale replica of the mas-
sive dam busting “ bouncing bomb” which 
also occupies pride of place in the museum’s 
largest display hangar.

 

 
 

Even by today’s standards the scale and size 
of the Lancaster is impressive - especially so 
when you’re up close underneath.
 
For the afternoon’s mission two formations 
were prepared ready  for the call to scramble 
- a Cessna 152  formation plus another consisting 
of  2 x Mooneys and Cessna 182. 
 
A Cirrus and the Sling acted as “pathfinders” .

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The flight path was conducted at 2000’ in 
perfect weather conditions via a track including 
the dam walls of Wungong Dam, Serpentine 
Dam and North Dandalup Dam. 

 

 
Unfortunately the formations were spotted 
late into the mission by a lone rogue enemy 
intruder being flown high overhead at the time 
by Club Instructor Andrew Brown!
 
A decision was made to retire the mission 
immediately and return to base - and to the 
RACWA members bar to exchange 
experiences. Cold beers and canapes kindly 
catered for by Mick Harcourt provided the 
perfect fuel for enthusiastic conversation.

 
Fellowship at the bar for pilots and 
passengers concluded what was a magnificent 
afternoon and a fitting tribute recognising 
the bravery of the young crews who daily 
risked their lives flying these magnificent 
machines into extreme danger. Special thanks 
to Mick Harcourt for his organisation of the 
commemorative flight and hospitality post 
event too.
 
Footnote: Flying events organised by the 
Club represent the perfect way to gain some 
different flying experiences plus enjoy the 
camaraderie of other members after. Even 
if you feel your flying experience might 
be limited and you’re initially hesitant to 
participate we encourage you to chat with our  
Club Captain Mick about how best to join in 
on these fun events. Perhaps as a pilot - or 
even supporting passenger if you prefer. 

LOCAL AVIATION 

Lancaster Commemorative  Flight
Story by Vaughan Emery. Photos by Laurie Catalano & Jim Campbell, RACWA Club Members.
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January Club Diary  | January College Diary 

For more information visit: www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/events

OOn the 30th of November, Gary 
Underwood, ex-RACWA instruc-
torand now currently a Bombar-
dier Dash 8 fleet manager and 

captain for Skippers Aviation, delivered the 
November industry presentation. Gary elabo-
rated on how he started his career as a carpen-
ter before deciding become a pilot, gaining 
his CPL in 2004 and working up to becom-
ing Skippers Aviation Dash 8 Fleet Manager. 
Gary also gave students many tips on how to 
join an airline.
 
After receiving his CPL, Gary then decided 
to pursue a career in instructing where he 
soon became a grade 2 instructor at RACWA. 
However, Gary mentioned that he regrets only 
getting to Grade 2. After instructing, Gary 
joined Fugro which, in addition to survey fly-
ing, required him to relocate aircraft around 
the world. Gary explained that pilots were ex-
pected to undertake all the planning for these 
international trips which included charts, all 
permits and visa. Any delays could cause 
troubles beyond one’s imagination.
 
He applied for Skipper Aviation where was 
invited for an interview. The interview pro-
cess consisted of technical questions as well 
as personal questions. The interview panel 
(HR, Chief Pilot and/or fleet manager) mainly 
focused on personal questions as this was the 
best way to assess who that pilot was and how 

well they can cooperate with other pilots. 
Gary emphasised how important it was to 
make a good first impression to an employer 
as it could be a hit or miss if you get the job 
or not. An impression first starts by how you 
present yourself. He stated that on numerous 
occasions applicants have arrived at Skip-
pers for an interviews dressed in shorts and 
a T-shirt even though the operations at Skip-
pers are professional. Gary also stated that it 
wasn’t only questions that were asked but also 
a simple 45 minute sim session where you 
would do general handling and shoot some 
NDB and ILS approaches. Gary commented 
that NDB approaches are slowly being de-
commissioned, but were a useful tool to de-
termine the applicant’s skill. The sim session 
is a test to see how well pilots can conduct 
instrument approaches.
 
Skippers (WA’s Truly Regional Airline) Avia-
tion commenced operations in 1990, operating 
3 Cessna Conquest turbo prop and 1 Cessna 
402C from the flight centre facility at Perth 
domestic airport. Over the years Skippers 
have expanded into regular public transport 
and charter operations and now the fleet has 
been expanded to 2 Fokker 100, 10 Bombar-
dier Dash 8, 6 Embraer “Brasília”, 5 Fairchild 
Metro 23 and 4 Cessna Conquest aircraft head-
ing to destinations as far as Broome and Ra-
vensthorpe. Skippers’ core values embodies 
the company beliefs in safe practices, building 

relationships, respect, innovation, sustainabil-
ity and the process of how they reach the final 
goal.
 
Gary emphasised the critical pilot shortage 
in the aviation industry and how it has had a 
huge impact on the all regional airlines and 
GA companies. With Captains maxing out on 
hours, Skippers has had to cross hire aircrafts 
from private companies which for them is the 
least profitable thing to do. In addition, Gary 
emphasised that now is the best time to find 
any job in the industry but he recommends 
going through the traditional way by starting 
with charter companies in the bush or being 
an instructor for a flight school, training the 
next generation. He also recommended that 
pilots should not aim for a grade 2 and leave, 
but should aim for the highest because that’s 
what airlines want. They want pilots who have 
the capability to help and teach others whilst 
being committed and enthusiastic towards 
their job.
 
Overall, this presentation has opened up our 
eyes to a whole new world in the industry. 
Hearing about the struggles of airlines try-
ing to tackle the pilot drought by making sig-
nificant sacrifices. Entry requirements have 
decreased dramatically due to this shortage 
which makes it better for pilots to jump into a 
cockpit to gain experience.

GENERAL AVIATION 

Industry Presentation – Skippers Aviation 
Henry Wang and Dan Gardner - WAAC Students

       Free Members Flight Review Seminar
       Free Members Navigation Seminar 19

       Right Hand Seat Circuit Challenge - Jandakot27

      Diploma of Aviation A19 Class Commences 2

For more information visit: www.waaviationcollege.com.au/events
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Murrayfield Aerobatics 
David Royans - RACWA Head of Operations

It has come to my attention that it 
may not be common knowledge that 
there is an aerobatics “box” for the 
conduct of aerobatics at YMUL. 

 
YMUL ERSA entry Additional information 
#3 states “CAUTION: Low level aerobatics 
are conducted within 1NM of AD”. 
 
This entry is a little vague when it comes to 
the “box” that the aerobatics enthusiasts of 
our club actually use.
 
For the information of those who may not be 
aware, the “box” being alluded to is actually 
abutting the southern side of Lakes road op-
posite the airfield and is rectangular in shape, 
with the extended side of the rectangle being 
parallel to Lakes road.  This makes the aero-
batic pilot’s demonstration visible from the 
aerodrome, and extends down to 1500’ AGL 
– GENERALLY – note that on the odd occa-
sion certain qualified pilots will conduct op-
erations below this.
 
If operations are being conducted below 
1500’AGL a NOTAM will be published.
 
Whilst this is quite a safe place for these 
operations to take place, pilots should be 
aware of the following threats.
 
1. When carrying out an overhead departure 

from runway 23 or 09, you will almost 
certainly climb straight through this box, 
somewhere between 1000’ and 1500’ on 
climb (dependent upon aircraft performance). 
2. If you are loitering overhead south of the 
09/27 centreline to determine which runway 
to join, you may actually be in the “box”. 
 
This could cause degraded separation issues if 
aerobatics are being conducted down to 1500’ 
(or below).  Also be mindful the aerobatic 
pilot’s ability to see and avoid during actual 
manoeuvres may be limited.  He/she will 
definitely find it more difficult to see you than 
it should be for you to see him/her.  The aero 
pilot may also not be monitoring the YMUL 
CTAF, if above 3000'.
 
When making an inbound or a taxi 
transmission you may receive a response from 
the aerobatic marshallers on the ground that 
aerobatics are being conducted.  The solutions 
are varied but simple:
 
1. A departure straight ahead on runway 23 or 
09 will be a much safer option for all concerned. 
2. If you are not confident to make a departure 
from upwind you may consider remaining 
on the ground until you are certain the 
aerobatic aircraft has left the box and is 
back in the circuit or has departed. This 
will generally be less than 10 minutes. 
3. If you are inbound to join the circuit, do 

not loiter south of the 09/27 centreline when 
determining the runway to use, unless you are 
totally certain the box is not occupied.
 
If you are joining midfield crosswind for any 
runway there should be no conflict (provided 
you are at the circuit height) as the aero pilot 
will not conduct aero’s below 1500’ AGL 
in the box – unless there is a NOTAM pub-
lished – keep yourself informed by reading 
the NOTAMs, and if so remain clear of the 
box unless absolutely certain it is safe.  The 
ground marshallers will give advice of the 
status of the box. Be flexible enough to under-
stand the status of the box can change rapidly 
and often on these days.
 
A point of Threat and Error management: 
Althought the onus for the safety of the 
operation lies with the pilot conducting the 
aerobatics, if you walk out to your aircraft and 
see a bunch of people staring in to the sky, 
whatever it is they may be staring at (a bird, 
the sun, cloud formation, smoke or an aircraft 
conducting aerobatics) could be a threat to 
your operations.  Start thinking about the 
threat, and how best to manage it at this point.
 
There’s plenty of room in the sky for all of 
us, provided we keep our distance, even if 
our formation brethren don’t subscribe to this 
point of view!

Murrayfield Matters 
Mike Yeates - Instructor in Charge - Murrayfield Aerodrome

Where has the year gone? It's 
December already! The heat 
has been turned up, the cricket 
is back on and things are getting 

busier at YMUL.
 
December 1st saw Murrayfield host a compe-
tition day for the WA Chapter of the Australian 
Aerobatics Club (WACAAC). It’s always a 
great spectacle seeing some lovely aircraft and 
some skilled pilots showing us what they are 
capable of. Many thanks to Bill Waterton for 
taking me for a ride in his Extra 300. It’s a 
beautiful aircraft to fly and does aerobatics ef-
fortlessly. I was thoroughly enjoying my flight 
in WFX until I had the dumb idea to say “so, 
how long can this fly inverted for?” The answer 
 is, quite a long time. To be honest, the flying 
inverted bit was awesome, it was the inverted 
negative G turn at the end of the flight that had 
me feeling much like I did at the end of my 
very first aerobatics lesson.
 
Congratulations to Janette Larobina (pictured 
right) on achieving her first solo. Janette started 

her training with another flying school but 
has since made the move to Murrayfield, 
converted onto the C152 and has now been 
added to RWY’s first solo honour role. 
Hopefully, we will have some more first solos 
in the coming weeks..
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The works on Runway 09/27 are now complete 
and it’s looking great. RACWA CEO David 
Currey (pictured right) flew the Sling down 
from Jandakot to inspect it and have the hon-
our of being the first to take off from it. For 
those night flyers out there, the PAL system 

has also been reinstalled and is working well 
following about a week of downtime for 
maintenance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For those of you who would like to fly during 
the Xmas and New Year holidays, Murrayfield 
will be closed on Mondays (as usual) plus 
December 25th and 26th and January 1st.
 
Happy Xmas and safe flying!
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The Royal Aero Club of Western Australia is proud 
to announce a FREE Navigation Seminar!

 

As you are aware, successful air navigation involves piloting an aircraft from place 
to place without getting lost, not breaking the laws applying to the aircraft you’re 

flying, or endangering the safety of those on board or on the ground. 
 

Presented by Grade 1 Instructor Jarod Rowe - this RACWA Seminar 
is offered FREE to RACWA Members & will include revision on:

• Map Reading
• Weather including graphical area forecast (GAF)

• Aerodrome preparation
The Members Lounge Bar will be open after the Seminar to catch up with mates!

Free Navigation Seminar 
Saturday January 19, 1400-1600

To register to attend call 9417 0000 or email jatkinson@royalaeroclubwa.com.au


